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OhioliNK makes
interlibr~ry loans
a snap.
Students have trouble getting ·'Star. Wars., returns to the
-page 2 ·
to Gardens
- page 6
·big screen
- page 12

.BusesMiA

Use the Force

Men~. basketball

pulls ahead
in the A-10 -page 9

Senators' propOSJ!I
grills cafe
contract.·
on Monday, Zimmer said,
The statement of purpose of . "Aramark Food Service has failed,
EDITOR/PUBLISHER
the proposed resolution claims,
. and is failing. to fulfill its obligaTHE XAVIBR NEWSWIRE .
"It is our belief that the students
tion to Xavier University and its
of this university have the right to . students."
healthy, sanitary and nutritious.
The sponsoring senators then
At the next Student Senate
food.
At
the
present
time,
many
presented
the Senate with a packet
meeting a resolution will be
of
these
issues
are
being
neof
surveys
conducted by five
·
voted on which proposes a
studentS over the course of eight
glected. In the current state, it
probationary period for Aramark
· (the cafeteria) is an unpleasant,
days. Students were asked to
Food Services, the company
remark on food temperature,
which provides' food service for · unenjoyable and tasteless
both the cafeteria and the Grill.
experience."
freshness, availability and overall
ne document itself then
clea~liness· of the cafeteria. The
If the proposed resolution,
goes on to comment on cafeteria
survey results suggested a generat
sponsored by senators James
sanitary conditions, and the
dissatisfaction with the food
Bowling, Samuel Miller and
freshness, quality and availability sen'ice overall.
PatrickZimmer, is passed as
offood.
· ·
· ,._ •
. . · ~ According to Miller, the
.c
·
written.a comniitteewillbe set
u1fto ·Jiioriitofcfufilicy'of'service, ·• . . ·. >Ffoaily; thi p~dpo~eif':. .. •.• ·. sufveys wereilistrlbuieCf thloliglia :~:. -··.
· in the cafeteria. If at the end of
resolution states that the senators
seeond party and the participants
the probationary period improve- who sponsored the bill felt a lack
were unknown to the sponsoring
ments have not.been made, a
ofrespect for theirconcerils from senators. However, two Newswire
recommendation will be sent to
~ood Service Director John
employees weie _approached by
the administration concerning the Andrews at a Nov. 23 meeting.
Miller and asked to help with the
renewal of the food service
In an address to the Senate
(see Proposal page 4)
BY PATRICK AYERS

.Y;;/anti:J(i~g, /i ~e~proclaimed "JOO percent,.d(ed-i~2the~wool
believer: i11 :;The preqm, ''.' stresses there is no titrµ!for apathy.· .

King speaks
BY

KARA BENKEN.

THE XAVIBR NEWSWIRE

commentary

Shopping

Yolanda King, eldest
daughter of DL Martin Luther
1~e
King, Jr.. began her address to
the Xavier community lruit
Wednesday with the question,
·"What happens to a"dream ·
deferred?"once posed by poet
Langston Hughes. ·
· ·
King then proce(!ded to
explain predsely what has
happened to her father's dream
BY JEFF DAVIS
in the past 30 years, 'citing the ·
THE XAVIBR NEWSWIRE
need to remember where you .
. . have been before making plans
to go new places.
Miracles do happen. For
· · Being raised in a family
the second year.in a row, I am
comprised largely of Christian
going to have the same Valenministers, King told the
tine.
gathering, "Itseemsl spent
OK, the fact is, it's going
eight days a week in church." .
• to be the first in my life when I
She said, "My parents
• have actually had a valentine
were the modem-day architects
two years in a row.
cifa strategy for.'The breafil}•< ·.
·To be honestwith you, I
They articulated the. goal of·. ·
·have never had inuchluck with
freedom and a strategy for ·
Valentine's Day until recently.
economic independence." .. .
I think my problem goes
. . King described Anierica ·
back to my grade school days.
as a mosaic rather than a . .
Each year;· I would start
melting p_otbecause people's
"going" with a girl a couple
. differences do riot disapp.ear. ·
days before Valentine's Day so
(see Kingpage2)
that she would give me. a box of
candy.·

trials and tribulations oj~being in love,·

for Valentine's Day
·and bein~! atthe·ma{l .'

Call it cheap, but at age
ral phenomenon, a beautiful
eight, my wallet wasn't overyoung lady decided to start
flowing with cash. (I did
going out with me. (To all you
however, try to make money by
doubters, yes she is over 18.)
opening a liquor stand on the ·
Granted, it is possible
comer of my street, but my mom · that Colleen has been on a
put a stop to it).
really bad LSD trip.for _the pruit
It was my tactics i~ grade
year, and it is blurring her
school that earned me the not-so- vision or altering her brain
··. valiant reputation of being a one- activity. But I think, (knock on .
Valentine' s Day-stand type of
wood) she kind of likes me.
kid:
So for the second year in
I thought my actions of my a row, we are both scurrying to
early childhood would haunt me
find a Valentine's gift for each
forever, until, by the grace of
other.
(see Valentine page 7)
God or some kind of supernatu-
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Library gets linked
BY SARAH KELLEY

FAFSA information
Students who have not yet received their renewal
applications can pick up a Free Application for Federal
Student Aid in the Financial Aid Office. The preference
deadline for applying for financial aid is Feb. 15. The
FAFSA can be completed by assuming estimated
incomes. The Ohio Association of Student Financial Aid
Administrators will be sponsoring a free infonnation
hotline from Jan.27-Feb.20, Monday-Thursday from 11
a.m.-8 p.m: The number is 1-800-527'.'8712.

Honorary inductees
Alpha Sigma Nu inductions will be held on Saturday,
Feb. 8 at 5:30 p.m. in the University Center Theatre. Alpha
Sigma Nu is the highest honor society for students at Jesuit
colleges and universities. It recognizes students with the
exemplary achievement in both academics and service. .
Fifty juniors and seniors will be inducted.

Senate elections
SGA Executive elections will be held on Monday,
Feb. 17 and Tuesday, Feb. 18 from 8 a.m.-noon in Alter
Hall lobby, from noon-2 p.m. in front of the Grill in the
University Center, from 2 p.m.-4 p.m. in the Nieporte ·
Lounge in CBA and from 4 p.m.-7 p.m. in front of the
cafeteria.

International coffee
.....

The Romero International Center will sponsor its
International Coffee Hour on Saudi Arabia today from
3:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. in the Romero Center.
-compiled by Virginia SutclitTe

Security Notes

THE XAVIBR NEWSWIRE

The Xavier library has
recently acquired a new system
which will allow students to have
access to books belonging to
various colleges and universities
. throughout Ohio.
This system, OhioLINK,
enables students to acquire the
materials they need more quickly
and efficiently.
OhioLINK was started here
in January. In a four week period,
475 books were supplied to Xavier
.students through the use of this
system.
Previously, the interlibrary
loan system was the only means by
which students could use books
from other libraries.
This system took up to three
weeks before the book arrived.
Now, with.OhioLINK, books
arrive three days after being
requested. Library Director Joanne
. Young said libraries involved with
OhioLINK are committed to
working quickly to supply books.
A special courier service
delivers and picks up books from
every location every day.
''Not only is OhioLINK more
efficient in supplying materials, it
·is easy to use," said Young.
On the Xavier XPLORE
computer system, students can go
to the OhioLINK central catalog
and search for the book.
A list of libraries which own
the book and have it available will
be given.
"It is possible to go from
Xavier's database OhioLINK
with the stroke of one key,"said
Young.
According to Xavier library
staff member, Sidnie Reed, ''The
OhioLINK system is user friendly,
and the reference staff is always

to
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photo by Deena Delfosse

Students will be able to get books from other libraries across Ohio
quicker with OhioLINK.
Overdue fines range from fifty
there to answer questions.
cents to $2 each day. Ifa book is lost,
Literature is also available for
.there is a $155 charge and use of the
instruction."
system is.blocked until the.fine is paid.
For those. students who
have access to XPLORE on a
"These strict policies will help ·
students by making sure materials are
personal computer, OhioLINK
available when requested,'' said
can be used from home.
Young.
This will allow students to
get books without even going to
Although OhioLINKprovides
Xavier with an advantage, Young said .
the library.
. it is still important that.the library
·.This exchange system ·
includes all public universities in continues to meet the students' needs
Ohio, community colleges, the
on its own.
State Library of Ohio an'd various
"We still have a commitment to
private institutions.
provide basic, necessary materials for
OhioLINK has increased
our students and we will continue to·
the. amount of materials available expand, using OhioLINK as an
to Xavier students from 300,000
additional feature to our collection,''
fo 6 million because of the large
said Young.
amount of libraries involved.
Young said the students
using OhioLINK also have an
obligation to making things run
smoothly.

King shares. dream
(continued from page 1)

Saturday, Jan. 25, 4:30 p.m.

A Xavier Shuttle van was struck while parked in a lot on
Montgomery Rd. The driver did not witness the hit-and-run
because he· was helping students inside.

Sunday, Jan. 26, 2:20 a.m.

Officers investigated a report of someone smoking marijuana on
the third floor of Husman, Drug paraphernalia was confiscated.

..

Thursday, Jan. 30, 2:30 p.m.

A university employee reported her wallet was taken from her
purse.

Security Note of the Week
Monday, Feb. 3, 1:40 a.m.

A 17 year-old non-student was observed urinating on ·
Alumni Hall. and then cited for underage possession of
alcohol.
-compiled by Kara Benken

"We must celebrate our
differences until our differences
don't make a difference any
ionger," she said.
Responding to a question
about her feelings on Ebonics,
King said, ''The fact is, some ·
students cannot speak standard ·
English. If teachers can under.stand their students, then they can
help them to translate and
communicate. We need todo:
something because our previous .
efforts have not worked."
Citing the need for everyone to be multiculturally adept,
King explained that college ·
students are the ones who can
begin to make the difference.
"My parents spoke of evil
winning when enough good
people do nothing," she said.
"The.-efore, we all need to .
· choose to believe (in ''The
Dream"). We can make a

Freshman Tara· Viney was able to thank Yolanda Kingfor her message as
she
was getting her
autograph.
'
.
.
difference one choice at a time,"
she said.
·
Orie thing King accused
. humankind of allowing was the
outpaeing of social knowledge by
scientific knowledge.
"We have guided missiles,

but misguided men," she said.
"I know.it's hard working with
people,· but· we must keep reaching out
across the ignorance, selfishness, greed
and misunderstanding ... so we can live
together, without fear, in this
iricredible... dream."
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ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
EXCELLENT EARNING
POTENTIAL! Get the# l
SOURCE for finding work inthe
··booming fishing & processing
industry. Forinformation: 800276-0654 Ext.A55641 (We are a
. research & publishing company)
'
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· CRUISE SHIP
EMPLOYMENT
Want to travel the World
AND· earn a living? Get the #1
Source for anyone seeking work
~n the Cruise ~d Land~Tour
mdustry. For mfonnation:
800-276-4948 Ext.C55644
(We are a research & publishing
company)

NEWLY REMODLED
OFF-STREET PARKING
5 MIN. WALK
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Valid
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I Hand Tossed & Thin· Crust Only
I
tax
I
I
L __ ~v~$~--_J L _ .~. .)'.~:.~:~$.~ __ _J L
Domino's Pizza, Inc. Coupon nol valid with any
otheroffsr. Offsr valid with coupon only. Prices

may vary • Customer pays sales

where

Domino's Pizza, Inc.
not valid with any
othsroffsr. Offsrvalidwithcoupononly. Pric.es .,
may vary • Customer pays aslss tax whsrs
applicable. our drivsra csny lass then $20.

appllcsbls. our drivsra csny less than $20.
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Only
I
) I
( ADD WINGS $3.99 ~ I
Hand Tossed & Thin Crust Only I
Norwood

Domino's Pizza; Inc. Coupon not valid with any
olheroffsr. Offsrvalidwitht:oupooonly. Priess
may vary • Customer pays salss tax where
applicable. Our drivers cany less than $20.
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3, 4, AND 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS
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Buy 10 ~ids for only 25 cents!
·we'll send you·andyo· date to a free dinner a
· the Montgomery Inn Bo·ath se immediately afterwards .
.·Proceeds wil go to charity .
Don't miss it, you'll
sorry and still single!!
Sponsored.by S.A.C.
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Proposed food
resolution

photo by Deena Delfosse

Dr. Geraldo de Sousa presents the archival project hi~ Rhetoric II class completed last spring
semester to the archives of McDonald Library.

Sousa marches book
BY VIRGINIA SUTCLIFFE
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

The ideas and perceptions of
English students will be forever
preserved in the Library after a
presentation yesterday by English
· professor Dr. Geraldo de Sousa of
an archival project to the library
archives.
The archival project was an
effort of two sections of the English
Rhetoric Ii: Theory and Text class
taught last spring semester by
Sousa.
''The archival project consists
of papers collected and bound
together as a book which will serve
as a record of the intellectual history
ofour class in the spring of 1996,"
said Sousa.
Sousa's Rhetoric II class
focused on the fate of the book, the
impact of the Electronic Revolution,
theory, the Canon Wars, the role of
the University, the transforming
state of education and English as a
profession.
Last semester was the first
time Sousa ever taught a Rhetoric II
class and although the class began
as an experiment, he knew the
archival project was going to be a
part of the class particularly because
of the focus on the Electronic
Revolution.
'We are generating fewer
permanent records about our lives
through the use of E-mail and the

phone. I wanted to draw the
class' attention to this and do an
exercise in preservation of
heritage," said Sousa.
Another aspect of the class
was to introduce the students to
the archives and the special
collections i,n the McDonald
·
Library.
The students had an
opportunity to examine medieval
handwritten scribal books and
the 1611 edition of the King
James Bible.
"When we visited the
archives and Special CoUections
the students marveled over the
history, and through this, the past
was part of their lives," said
Sousa.
The class also listened to a
lecture by Professor David
Bergeron fro!Il the University of
Kansas on Renaissance book
dedications and patronage.
Xavier English professor Dr.
Ernest Fontana also narrated the
history of Special Collections
and the history of the Jesuits who
founded Xavier.
Shortly after the students
of Rhetoric II visited the
collection, heavy rains caused
· flooding of the area housing the
Special Collection. Library staff,
volunteer students and the
Cincinnati Fire Department
contained the damage, but 901
books were damaged.
Sousa said that his students

were concerned about the fate
of the books but were relieved
to hear that most of them could
be saved.
"Acts of God and nature
intervene in determining what
survives and what does not,"
said Sousa.
After studying various
aspects of theory, and answering questions about the text,
the role of the university and
majoring in English in general,
the students wrote essays and ·
biographies about themselves. _
Sousa collected the
essays and had them bound
into a book which will remain
in the archival collection.
"We are registering a
moment in Xavier history by
participating in this debate and
we will become a part of the
intellectual history of Xavier
by putting the book in the
archives," said Sousa.
Sousa is currently
teaching another Rhetoric II
class and plans to do a similar
project with this class.
But instead of writing
essays, the students will focus
on the art of letter writing and
some of these projects will be
placed in the archives as well.

If you would like to write for the
News section ,call the News desk
at 745-3122.

changes in the cafeteria."
"If a student feels like they
(continued from page 1)
aren't being listened to, I'd like to
· hear it. Knowing (Andrews) that
would surprise me, considering all
Miller says that the
Newswire writers were the only the good things we've heard about
him from students."
two students he personally
Andrews took over Director of
contacted. The Newswire
Food Services in November. He is
attempted to find out the name
the fifth person to hold that position
of the other contact person, but
in six years. Andrews was also
Miller declined to give out that
unaware of the senators' proposal.
information.
Andrews feels positive about
When asked about the
the job he has done thus far.
small number of survey
"I've had quite a few students
participants, Miller stated "It
come up to me and thank me for the
was not so much a survey as
changes we have made. I think
written documentation. We
we've improved the morale of
wanted to have something
concrete to present to the Senate employees, which is the first vital .
step to making the sort of changes we
and later the administration if
want to make, "Andrews said.
necessary."
When asked about the lack of
Aramark has provided
respect
that the senators felt,
Xavier with food service since
Andrews
said, "When we spoke, that
1990. The contract between the
was
early
on in my time here, I think
university and Aramark is
the
first
two
weeks or so. Certainly
renewed annually in April and
since
then
a
lot
of concerns have beeri
also currently involves bidding
addressed.
I
learned
very quickly
for concessions in the new
that
there
were
a
great
deal of issues
Convocation Center. The
her~."
company provides food service
Andrews sees ''ongoing
to over 400 campus's nation·
correspondence"
as the answer to
wide. According to Associate
students'
complaints.
Bessegato
Vice-President of Student
agrees.
Development Sylvia Bess-egato
"I'd say to them (the senators)
(the department responsible for
don't
wait
30 days," said Bessegato.
the food service), the contract is
"Approach us now, give us the
not
. out to bid.
information now."
Bessegato defended
Miller, meanwhile, says he is
Aramark and.Andrews.
"We know Aramark is not confident the proposed resolution
will pass.
perfect,"said Bessegato, "but
"We expect it to pass," said
they are malting some good
Miller. "Word from the other
steps. We have a new director
(Andrews) who is making some senators is, it will pass."
If so, tbe monitoring period
·
positive changes."
would
begin the day that Andrews is
Bessegato was unaware of
officially
presented with the resoluthe proposed resolution. When
tion.
asked if such a resolution would
"I don't eac in the cafe enough
effect· whether or not Aramark
anymore
to really know," said
remained Xavier's food service
Student
Government
Association
provider, Bessegato replied,
President
Damon
·Jones
(whose name
"Anything we hear from the
appears
at
the
bottom
of
all resolustudents has an impact. I
tions
proposed
to
the
Student
Senate).
haven't been hearing these
"Students need to be getting what
negative things. That doesn't
they are paying for. If they are not,
make them unfounded, it's just
then it's a problem."
we've heard very little except
positive things about the

Part-time Telephone Sales Reps

~:

to call outbound leads to sell products, gather information, or to inform
customers of information. Evening shift is 5:30 pm - 9:00 pm Mon.- Fri.
and 12:00 pm-6:00 pm on Sat. Work five days per week & 2 Sat. per
month

REQUIREMENTS FOR TELEPHONE SALES REPS:

{
:.~

• A good communicator
• Must be high school graduate or equivalent
• Computer literate
• Sales experience helpful
• $8.21 /hour

.

Please stop by the Recruiting office Mon. -Fri. 9:00 am - 4:00 pm at 4600
Montgomery Rd. (1st floor) in Norwood, or mail or fax your resume to:

• Two 5·week sessions
• More than 75 quality
education courses
• French. Immersion 3-week
Program

.

• College Preview High School
Program
• Pont-Aven Art Prosiram
For information:
The American University of Paris
Summer Programs, Box S4
60 East 42nd St., Suite 1463
New York, New York 10165
Tel. .(212) 983-1414
Fax (212) 983-0444

INVESTMENTS
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Web site ·http://www.aup.fr
Email • Summer@aup.fr

It's not too early to start thinking about your ultimate summer Job experience!
AJ·e you moti.vated? Outgoing? A team player? Do you love ta Travel?

Positions Available....

*Santa Clara, CA
*Houston, TX
*Cincinnati, OH
*Chicago, IL
*Jackson- N.J
CV C has over seven years of experience working in theme parks throughout the country selling
various products such as Cotton Candy, Sodas and Water at shows and. ride lines throughout the
park. Full-time employees can gross between $4000:-$6000 in a given summer! Housing and
rransportation are provided! An excellent opportunity to build your resume while meeting and
working with students from across the nation, make great money and be in great shape by the end
of the summer! Flexible hours for part/full time positions. Local and out-of-state positions
a\•ailable.

Interested??
1-800-641-5281
1-800-282-9957
Yo~ Won't Regret It!!!

"A Little Bit of Ht1rd Work/or an Experience ofA Lifetime!"

Call today
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Buses are bust
BY

KAR.A BENKEN

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

On Saturday, Jan. 25, several Xavier .students were left
stranded behind the University Center while waiting for buses to
deliver them to the Cincinnati Gardens, where the men's basketball
team was playing Duquesne.
The buses, which are supposed to shuttle back to the school
until the last students are at the Gardens, did not come back for the
students after approximately 11: 15 a.m. The game started at noon. ·
One bus reportedly returned to Xavier some time after noon.
Sophomore Katie Conkey was one of the many students who
. were forced to drive themselves to the game.
She said, "It was quite an inconvenience because we expected
the buses to be there about twenty minutes before the game, and by
the time we did get there, we had missed a lot. of the game because
of things like traffic and parking, which we don't usually need to
worry about."
This is the second time this season that bussing problems have
· occurred. Tlie first time was on l''ov. 14 when students did not
receive a ride to the men's basketball game versus the D.C. AllStars.
Senior Matthew Koenig, who is the Bus Coordinator, ad~
dressed this problem in a letter to the editor published in the Nov. 20
issue of The Newswire.
He said then, "The university was under the impression that
this would be taken care of with no problems. We have never had a
problem like this in the past and hopefully we will never have this
problem again."
Student Government President Damon Jones addressed the
most recent problem.
"At most games, four or five buses are available to shuttle
students. However, this particular Saturday, only three were in
operation," he said.
The first bus to leave Xavier usually departs an hour and
twenty minutes before gametime carrying the band.
At approximately an hour before gametime, two more buses
are supposed to pick up any students who are ready to go to the
Gardens, and then all of the buses are supposed to shuttle back until
at least ten minutes before the game begins.
.· .. ( ·. · ....
"Apparently, there was a miscommunication between the
drivers. The driver who left last with students did not try to contact·
the other drivers until he reached the Gardens. Those drivers,
however, were already inside because they assumed there' were no
more students waiting, and were unable to be reached via CBs,"
Jones said.
Klug School Bus Service works withXavierfor bussing to
several events throughout the year, and has been taking students to
basketball games for three years.
.
.
"In the future, the la5t bus will be departing at approximately
the time the game starts to try to alleviate this problem," said owner
of Klug School Bus Service and '72 Xavier graduate Louis Klug.
"I wouldn't do anything to prevent students from getting to
·
those games on time."
·

English. classes·
as low as. $499 ·

Cincinnati
·580 Walnut Street

(SI 3) 381 ·4650
© 1997 Berlitz Languages, Inc.
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Editorials
.

'

·. . ·. Staff Eflitorittf
)

In the next couple of
years, Rev. James Hoff, S.J., the
phantom president of Xavier
University will be moving his
office into the space Lodge
Learning Lab now uses (although it's likely he won't
actually move anything· himself).
Of course, Lodge Learning
Lab will be kicked out of its
home whenever Hoff comes in.
Nobody really knows where the
lab will move.
Hoff needs the space, so
he's going to get it, courtesy of a
$200 million initiative that will
renovate current buildings on
campus and construct new ones. ·
It would be nice if Hoff would
live by the same standards he
sets for this university. For
example:
•Students are being forced
to live in computer labs and
feJlow students are cheated out
of computer access in the dorms
because Xavier does not have
enough room for everyone.
•If a person doesn't get a
room and is politely shoved off
campus, they can't get a room
on campus ever again.
•XU sends out letters
every summer, begging students
to agree to live with three people
in a regular two-person dorm
room.

•Room and board is being
increased for the fifth straight
year (not to mention tuition) but
yet, students are being packed
into dorms like sardines in a
can.
It's a shame that Xavier
refuses to acknowledge the
housing crunch on campus and
yet they proceed to implement a
$200 million plan thaterects .
arenas, renovates buildings and
moves president's offices, but
doesn't include any plans to deal
with one of the biggest problems
on this campus. After all, it
would only make sense to do so.
Last year, I thought I was going
Xavier administrators and
the romantic route by buying her
Hoff himself should reconsider
matching Zebco-2000 genuine
their plans for the future. Are ·
graphite fishing poles and a pack
they going to put students first
of Sure-Catch lures so· that we
and provide more room for ·
could go bass fishing together.
them, or are they going to
However, once I gave them
continue their selfish ways and
to her, I received a subtle message
allow Hoff to takeover Lodge
thattold me I had screwed up.
Learning Lab's spact;l?
.,
., - ·
So I ended up taking them
If students have to suffer
back and got her a necklace
through the space constraints on
instead.
campus, so should the president.
A year has passed and this
A .Hoff move to Lodge
Valentine's Day will call for a ·
will show students how much
much nicer gift.
this university cares about them
I was thinking about getting ·
... and it should make them sick.
her tickets to the Hank Williams'
Jr. concert coming to Cincinnati,
but then friend of mine pointed
· out that she probably has no idea
who Hank Williams Jr. is, and
it was a half-assed
furthermore,
News
sch.eme
on
my
part so I could go
Virginia Sutcliffe
to
the
concert.
Kara Benken
It's hard to come up with a
Opinions and Editorials
good.gift for a woman. ·
·
Jeff Davis
t.o
come
up
·
Anytime
I
have
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Steve Smith
with
a
present
for
a
woman,
.
. Sports
_whether it is for my mom; sister or
Pete
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. Colleen, I usually find myself ·
TomDeCorte
Circulation 3,000.
· heading out to the inall to search '
Diversions
E-Mail:·
' for something.
. '
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I really don't like doing this ,
Shauna Poi>e
though.
Itjust makes me feel
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.
pretty
stupid·
and a little light in
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the
loafers
sometimes.
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clothing by myself, store
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come up and ask
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something
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"Is there anything
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looking for?''
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I
then
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Valerie Pbj\lips
ADVERTISING MANAGER
just
lOoking
for
my
girlfriend."
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then
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clerk says
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something
like,
"Oh,
sure
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if
you
need
anything
·let
me
know
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twinkle~toes." · ·
The Xavier Newswire is published throughout the school year, except during vacation and final
I then immediat~ly leave the
exams, by the students of Xavier University, 3800 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45207-2129.
store
to
reclaim any amountof
The statements and opinions of The Xavier Newswire are not necessarily those of the student body,
faculty, or administration of Xavier. Statements and opinions of columnist do not necessarily ·
mllJ1hood I can.
reflect those of editors or general stuff. Subscription rates are $30/year or $IS/semester within the
Really, when.J think about ·
USA and are pro-rated. Subscription inquiries should be directed to Andrew Wade, Business·
. it, a guy can't go wrong if he buys
Manager (513-754-3130). Advertising inquiries should be directed to Emily Sander, Advertising
Manager (513-745-3561). One copy of Tlie Xavier Newswire, disnibuted to racks, is free per
his Valentine something from
person per week. Additiooal copies may be purchased for 25-cents per copy. Xavier University is
Bath
& Body Works.
an .academic community committed to equal opportunity for all persons regardless of age, sex, race;
religion, handicap, or national origin.
. It's perfect. Yo~ don't have

Valentine (cont.)

-J.R.D.

a

"Really, when I
think about it, a
guy can't go
wrong if he buys
., his Valentine
something from
Bath&Body
Works. It's
perfect. You
don't have to do
a damn thing."
to do a damn thing.
The shampoo and bath stuff
come in a gift box and they can
wrap the box for you right there in
the store.
Just watch out when you're
in there. When women go into
Bath & Body Works, they are
.taken over by a force.
They immediately gq nuts,
runmng around, swinging their
arms, and spraying the fragrances
in the air. I was once knocked
unconscious by a woman who was
treating herself to a dose of Fresia
spray.
Women also lose all sense
oflogic when they're in there.
I once encountered a woman

who kept trying to sell me her
used hairbrush so that she could
buy a bottle of Sun-Ripened
Raspberry body lotion.
I hate to see women fall to
the level they do when in that
store. So every time I am fo the
mall with Colleen, and we are
getting ready to pass Bath & Body
Works, I walk on the side of her
that the store is on, and when we
get to it, I use a basketball blockout move t,hat Skip Prosser taught
me, so that she can't get into the
store.
This saves us both a lot of
pain and suffering.
Anyway, this year I am left
to search for the perfect
Valentine's Day gift.
More than likely, I will once
again find myself in a mall,
probably being humiliated by a
store clerk who thinks I share the
same taste in fashion as Dennis
Rodman.
But my adventures will be
all worth it when I see Colleen
open her gift.
Nothing tou~hes my heart
more than a woman who receives
Fresia spray for a present, and
consequently begins shooting it all
over the place like Rambo in the
,
heat of battle.
. As for me on Valentine's
Day, I'll take a couple packages of
that peanut turtle candy. I may
have grown up ... but some things
. never change.
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"BaSed onthe>artist's rendering, what is your· .
opinion of the proposed Convocation Center?''

"Xavier's finally making a movement in
the right.direction. With the improvement
in our basketball team this year it's
almost.the perfect timing."

"The Convocation Center looks pretty
nice. It's nice to have an on-campus
aren~ This will be great for th~
students."

. \"·'·

"I think thatit' s neat that Xavier is
"It's a great plan. ·It will be sweet.
developing the way that it is. I'ma little · ·.. Hopefully by the time we're seniors,.
concerned about what else they could be
we'll be able to walk across campus and
spending their nioney on: There are
' see som~. of_~e ~~t basketb~~ in the''
. things that might be ;Ofa little more ., .. ., .cou~try.t! :~ ·,.,· ._.· :· ···: .:
·:-:Y:~·
.. ~
·. prioriwto some ofithe'stUdents~"' ·
... ;

Tony Anderson .
·sophomore

Bryan MacWilllams
freshman '
' ~incinn&tJ .

'·!f'.·.

·.. <::~umbus

··:· .~:·: ;.·; ..

The Xavier Newswire Opinions & Edit~ri
als section welcomes submissions and
letters to the editor from everyone in the
Xavier community. Please direct all corresp~ndence to Opinions & Editorials, c/o
The Xavier Newswire, 3800 Victory.Parkway, Cincinnati, OI:I 45207~2129 or to ..
our E-mail address at
XUNEWS@xavier.xu.edu. Submis'sions
can also be dropped off at our _offices in
Cohen Center, or faxed to us at (513) 745. 2898 .. For those who wish to write for
Opinions & Editorials or who have questions regarding this section, please contact
Jeff Davis at(513) 745-3122. Allletters

must be signed ~d iQclude a phone ·.
number. To be eligible for pu~blication,
please have submissions in by the Sat- .
urday prior to the next issue.
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it was for residents only.
·fact, I appl;md ~d congratulate
all those who were invited to the
Clearly, tµe invitation said
to R.S. V,P. with ''your apartment
reception.
Simply, I would like
. manager or R.A." ·
I, like my friend who
Xavier University to step up and
received this invitation, earned a
.put an end to segregation of
4.0 last semester and have not
resident and commuter students.
received any invitation to any sort ·
. Stop treating them like
of reception.
two separate and distinct
My question is not when is
groups.
We all need to start
the·reception . forcommuters, but
rather why was a ceremony
looking beyond where we sleep
. rm sure D1any stude.nts · allowed that explicitly exclude.cl a at night and start unifying as
have seen the black and yellow .
significant part of the student· one population on Xavier's
. stickers the Commuter Informa-. population?
campus.
Do our efforts and hard
·Each student has sometion Center hands out that bold_ly
state, "I commute and I matter." . work not measure up to the efforts thing unique to add to our
of those who shell out.the extra
school.
According to the recent-·
acts of Xavier University and the $5,000 or so a year to live in the .
.
. Residence Life Office, if you . . ..· university owned h_ousirtg?
commute; youi efforts to earn .
. Is XU selling recognition?
I feel thatin many cases,
high grades don't matter.
Bernadette M. Mcintosh
commuter students must put forth
,
· I am referring to acer- . .
freshman.
emony that was ·held by the
.extra effort to earn high grades
due to added pressures like full- ··
Residence Life Office and .. · ·.
time jobs and raising families
attended by our_ own president,
Father Hoff.
while.going to school.
It was a ceremony to honor
My purpose is not to belittle
good grades and academics, but· the residence students' work.. In

·commuters·
·deserve same
treatment as
residents
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· . XU floats by-Wittenburg
The Musketeer swimmers got backon the ~inning:track . ·
last weekend in a three team round robin meetat Wright s.tate_
. Universi.fr. · · · ·
·• ·
. ·
.
.
Both the men's and women's teams defeated Wittenburg
College and fellt<> the Raiders Of WJjght State. .•. • .• .· . . , ·
The men dominated Wittenburg, outswimrhlng them 65- .
20.
Top performers were Dan Casey; who took first in 100
and 200 freestyle events, Jaµtle Christman, who won the 50 yd
freestyle and.the 100 backstrokeand Andy Nixon, who paced
the 500 freestyle. PaulWilcheckwas the top finisher in the
100 brea8t stroke, and the 200 freestyle relay team of Casey,
fonRimer,Joe Leibold arid Christman tookfirst.
The women also.had several first place finishers' in their .
.
59-35 win over Wittenburg. - . .
· Jim Feichtner (Sbo·andlOOO freestyle), Heather Rice·
(200i11dividual medley), Amanda.Goubeaux (100 backstroke),
·Erica Bfeitbeil (100 breast stroke) and the 200 freestyle and.
200medley relay teams allcanie out with firstplace finishes.
··The women dropped their meet with Wright State 73~35,
while the men were defe~ti;:d 56-29.
The swimmers ar~ priffiing for the Atlantic 10 champi- . ·
· onships, which take place Thurs, Feb. 20 and Friday,' Feb. 21
in Buffalo,. New York;
·
·
· By Tom Decorte

Buckeyes shot down by riflers
TorrJye Braggs got into early foul troubk again;t La Salle, but solid
ben.ch play and Lenny Brown's 23 points ended the Explorers hopes ofan
upset. Braggs is averaging 13.7 points and'seven reboundsper game.
paced the scoring. In addition to
Lumpkin's 14, Brown scored a
· team-high 23.
. . Against UMass, Xavier
able to withstand a hot night from
guard Carnieio TiaVieso. The senior
netted eight of 12 three-pointers
enroute to 29 points for the Minutemen.
Xavier played patiently,· and
worked the half court offense well
·to keep pace with the.Miilutemen. ·. ·
UMass, on the other hand, struggled
against a fired up Muskie defense. . .
Xavier stole the ball 13 times in the .·
game, and forcedUMass into 20 .
turnovers.
The Mashacusetts squad held
· off Xavier for much of the first half~
and led 37-32 at halftime.
.
XU got off to a quick start in ·
the second hiµf. The Muskies took
· theleadfor the firsrtime since the
early going at 41;.40 with a little
more than 16 niinutes left in
· regulation.

was .

.· Moi•e oS¢ .·h~ppertings planned·······
The Recreational Sports Department hastwo more.
.
activities planned already. fo~ this spring~ . . .
·
AD alumni four~mHour basketball tournament will get
undenvay next Monday.· The rosters and entry feeare due this
Friday. Questions should be directed to Shawn at 745-2857.
A life guarding cotirse will also be offered in the
O'Connor Sports C~nter Poot. Classes will meet Monday .
nights from 8-11. for 10 weeks starting next week. The course
is $30, but refunds are available for Sports Center employees.
Call Caroline at 745-3209.

Two Xavier kickers ·honored ·
Two Xavier soccer players were honored by being
. named to the All-Mideast l;!irst Team. Senior Vladimir Ciric
and Freshman Maringo Vlijter were the Muskies named to the
team. It is the second time Ciric has been named to this team.
Ciric and Vlijter were honored earlier this season as
members of the All-Conference.Team in theAtlantic 10.·
Vlijter was also named Rookie of the Year in the A-10;
Both players are.natives of the Netherlands.

ComingUpfl3
.

.. .

Saturday, ·Feb. 8

Sunday, Feb: 9
·Monday, Feb. JO

·.

Ho~e

•rune hosts NCAA Qwilifler ·
•Women's Basketball vs. LaSalle at 2 p.m.
•Men's Basketball at St. Joseph's at 2 p.m, on
WCPO-TV (Ch. 9)
.
•RIDe hosts NCAA Qualifier
•Women's Basketball vs. Duquesne at 7. p.m.

AU home games are In bold
women's basketball games
played at Schmidt Fieldhouse

are

(see A-10 Dominance page 16)
came fighting back.
The Explorers kept things
close with solid play. Going .
into the locker rooms at the
break, .the game was knotted at
36.
.
XU was victimized by foul
trouble in the game. Before the ·
half was done, the Xavier ·
frontcourt of T.J. Johnson,
Torraye Braggs and Kevin Carr
were all oil the bench with three
fouls:
· B_ut the Muskies, as they
have in so many games this
season; came out of the break
strong. They scored a couple of
quick buckets and pulled away
from the Explorers.
XU went up by as many as
19 in the second half. LaSalle,
however, kept clawing away at

Men'~s ·A-·1.o . St.·........
·.. West. Divisio
Team

s.·· J)ayto
6. LaSalle

Record
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Battle of the Backcourts
'

'

.

BY PETE Ho~TERMANN

lections in the A-10 last year. Lumpkin rims things from Xavier's
.THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
point He is also a good outside shooter,
Basketballgameshaveoftenbeencalled · h~ving ledXUin three-point production last
wars. At!d within every war, there.are a season. Heisjustafewassistsshyofhistotal
number of batties, some.bigger and tougher froin. last year, a testimony to his unselfish
than others.
· play.
·
On Saturday, the two best backcourts in
Brown; XU' s shooting guard, is the gothe Atlantic 10 did battle when Xavier played to-guy in the clutch. He earned this billing
Massachusetts.
after his last second shot gave the Muskies
Xavier won the war, 87-84 in overtime, their win over Cincinnati earlier this year. He
but the result of the battle was a toss up.
is an excellent defender, and leads the squad
Edgar Padilla and Carmelo Travieso with 41 steals. Brown also led Xavier in
are in their.senior seasons at UMass this year, scoring last year.
Coining into Saturday's game, the two
and are starting next to. each other for the
second season. They are widely regarded as backcourts have had similar years statistione of the best backcourts in the country, and cally, but Xavier entered the game with the
helped UMass to the Final Four last season. better record and a national ranking.
Xavier has a pair of sophomores lead-.
· XU's tandem· came into the game
ing the Muskies back into the national spot- outscoringtheircounterparts31.7-23.8. They
light in Lenny Brown and Gary Lumpkin. were ·also slightly better on rebounding and
Both came to Xavier when the school was just assists, getting 7.1 and 8.8 per game respecentering the A-10, and have vaulted the pro- tively compared to 6.8 and 7.8 for UMass.
gram into the Top 20 in their second season. The Minutemen came into the game taking
Padilla and Travieso were born on the better care of the ball then Xavier, however.
same day in Puerto Rico. Both hover around Padilla and Travieso came in averaging 4.5
180 pounds and stand 6-foot-2. ]30th played turnovers a game, almost three less than the
on the Puerto Rican National Team in Atlanta Xavier duo's 7 .2.
during the 1996 Summer Olympics.
Both teams knew coining in that stopPadilla is the team's point guard, and a ping the other team's backcourt was a key to
great defender. He leads the Minutemen with winning .. The offensive output of the guards
41 steals. Injuries have limited his play this was going to play a big role in the outcome of
season, but he has returned to health and the game, so the defenses became a focal
backcourt dominance, helping UMass to a point.
five game winning streak coming into the
Xavier struggled early against the
Xavier game.
UMass in your face, man to man defense.
The shooting guard in the UMass of- Without open passing lanes to the big men,
fense is Travieso. He is the leading scorer and no lanes to drive through, Xavier passed
among the returnees from last year's 35-2 the ball around the perimeter looking for
squad. Travieso was named Most Valuable openings and shots that just weren't there.
Playeratlastseason'sA-lOToumamentwhere Padilla and Travieso were the main Mlnutethe Min.utemen · claimed their fifth straight men weapons .on Xavier's backcourt, and
conference title.
they forced 13 XU turnovers in the first half.
Brown and Lumpkin also have an unXavier eventually got the half. court
canny resemblance to each other, and to their offense. working, and used smart passing to
counterparts from UMass. Xavier's guard get on the board .. In one sequ~nce, Lumpkin
tandem also stands 6-foot,.2, but they check in brought the bali down the floor after a UMass
closer to 200 pounds. The two have been iniss. He found T.J. Johnson open on the
playing together since their junior high days · block, and passed inside t9 him. The UMass
in Delaware, and were All-Rookie Team se- . defense closed on Johnson from all sides, so
..

·

·

··

he passed the ball back
outside .to Lumpkin
who was waiting to
drain a three from the
left wing.
·
On the other
end, Xavier was also
using a man to man on
the Minutemen. XU,
however, was very aggressive, and looked
to trap the ball when
possible. Xavier used
small forwards James
Posey and Darnell
Williams on the
UMa8s guards in addition to Lumpkin and
Brown.
UMass fought
hard to get through the
defensive pressure of
the Muskies. But the
Minutemen
also
looked to slow the pace
of the game. Padilla
· would routinely hold
the ball at the point
and then start the play
as. the shot clock approached 10 seconds.
Xavier just kept
coming at UMass on
defense, and wore the Carmelo Travieso of UMass puts up a shot over Xavier's Lenny
Minutemen down. Brown last year at the Cincinnati Gardens. Travieso' s hot
Xavier got 13 steals in shooting in this year's game almost led to a Minutemen win, but
the game with aggres- Brown and Xavier were able to prevail.
sive defense.
On a possession early in .the second attempts for a total of seven points.
half, it was evident that XU' s aggressive play
Both Brown and Lumpkin played well
would e~entuallf break the back of the Min- for Xavier. For Lumpkin, it was the second
utemen. Xavier reserve Sherwin Anderson · such performance after a six game slump.
was guarding Padilla, but Anderson lost him Brown played a solid game, very consistent
when he went around a pick. As Padilla with his performance all year.
attempted to drive the lane, three blue jerseys
For the Minutemen, this game was just
_converged to cut off the passing lanes and another in what has turned into a frustrating
take away the shot. Lumpkin reached in and season, especially for tl1e seniors. For the
took the ball away to start Xavier going the Muskies the game was, more than anything,
·other way for a quick bucket.
another confidence boost for a team that has
· Travieso was the one guy Xavier had never been down this road of success before.
trouble stopping. He hit eight of 12 threeIn a conference stocked with good
pointers in the game, including several from gqards, thisgameprovidedashowcaseofthat
a few feet behind the arc; He led all scorers in backcourt talent. Come A-10 tournament
· the game with 29.
time, it is a sure bet thatthe backcourts of the
Padilla was anything but hot in the conference will be on guard for some difficult
contest. He hit only two of nine field goal competition.
'
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.··Stats· Breakdown ·..·. ·.
.

.

.

'

Edgar
.Padilla

Carmelo
Travieso

7

29

.

.

,

.

''

Lenny
· Brown
Points

16

9-19

,

.~

'

Gary
Lumpkin

21
7-9

8-12

®

Free
_Throws
Assists
j

} Rebounds

.. .,.....,,.,~wNNN,YN.uN""

Xavier's Gary Lumpkin tries to drive around UMass' Edgar Padilla in last season's
game. Padilla's clutch shooting helped UMass escape from the Gardens with a victory.
This year, however, Lumpkin led Xavier to the victory in Massachusetts. ·

7

1

Turnovers

4

2
45

Steals

1

4

Minutes

41

42

41

.

Women soar,~ with '0wls ,and-Hawks
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The Ha:wks didn't take
.six rebounds; six assists and six
of their huge foul
advantage
steals.
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
missing_
shooting
advantage,
. "Kremc;:r i~ giving us all the
several
key
free
throws
to keep the
things that mattedn a winning
game
close.
They
seemed
to have
team," said head coach-Melanie
The X:avier University·
the
gameeasily
in
hand,·
up
65-58
WOlllen's basketball.team,·who.
Balcomb. "It's niCe to see a
with
27
seconds
left,
but
Rauh
and
has been looking for focus on both . sophomore talCe soine accountabilKiesha
Brown
teamed
up
to
make
·
ends of the floor, put together two · ity like that."
things interesting. Rauh made a
"It seems like in the past
of their best efforts of the season
layup
with 18 seconds left to cut
week that we're communicating
last week.
the
lead
to five. After two missed
The Musketeers earned thefr more as a team," said forward
free
throws
by SJU, Brown
Connie Hamberg. "Plus, it's
first conference'road win of the .
pushed
the
ball
to Rauh again,
always great to get a road win."
season last Thursday in Philadelwho
sank
a
three
to make the
Freshman point guard K.T.
phia agairist Temple, then gave AHawk's
lead
65-63.
10 East division leader St.
. Palmer scored a career high 10
Megan Compain sank two
Joseph's all they could handle
points in her second straight start.
free
throws
to seal the game, but
before falling at the Fieldhouse.
"K.T.'s a reai vocal leader
not
before
another
Rauh threeThe women were scorching
and she's been pushing the ball
poiriter
pulled
the
Muskies
to
the nets in their 85-70 victory over really well for us," said Hamberg.
within
a
point
as
time
expired.
the Owls. They shot 60 percent · "We played hard at Temple and
The game ended at 67-66 in favor
we held them off. We're showing
from the field and 6-8 from threeof
the .Hawks.
a lot of things we've been looking
point range.
Kristie Stuckenberg played
for all year," said Balcomb. .
The Muskies got out to an
large,
scoring a career high 17
Xavier followed up the
11 point lead by halftime and then
.points
and grabbing a season high
·
coasted to victory.
Temple victory with a thrilling
"Stuck(enberg)
eight
rebounds.
Xavier's bench provided the game againstthe Hawks of St.
has
a
great
up.and
under move,
bulk of the scoring load, with ·
Joseph's. Xavie~ puttogether a
j1:1st
bigger
and
and
she
was
Jenny Rauh leading the team :with great game on both ends of the
were,"
stronger
than
they
floor, running their half court
17 points off the bench. Also
offense effectively a:nd valiantly - Hamberg said.
providing good bench play were
"We've needed to go foside
forwards Sheila Flint and Susanna rebound_ing against the bigger,
more
all
year and we felt
stronger Hawks.
Stromberg, wP.o scored 15 and
Stuckenberg
had a good matchup
nine points respectively.
Down by nine points at
St. Joe's and
physically
against
The Musketeers were also
halftime, XU twice fought back
she
played
a
great
game," said
sparked by the play of guard Nikki . from 11 point deficits in the
Balcomb.
·
second half to tie the game.
Kremer. She netted seven points,
The Muskies continued their
strong play last night in a nonconference contest with Southern
Utah University.
Xavier forced the
BY TOM DECORTE.

Sophomore f01ward Kim Hotz has assume_d more of a secondary role
after returning to the lineup following a knee injury, but the Muskies
pulled together and used team play to earn their first road win of the
season last week.

Thunderbirds into 23 turnovers
and dominated the rebounding
battle with a 4:5-31 advantage en
route to an easy 85-60 win. The
Musketeer's record improves to 7- ·
13 on the year.
Stuckenberg had another
solid effort, netting 15 points and
gr~bbing nine boards .. Hamberg
added 14, Rauh scored 11 and

Sheila Flint and Susanna
Stromberg chipped in 10 points.
Kremer set up the Muskie
scorers with a career high total of
11 assists. ·
This Saturday the Muskies.
take on LaSalle in the Fieldhouse
at 2 p.m. The homestand continues Monday when the Duquesne
Dukes coine calling at 7 p.m.

SUMMER salfJOL FORPl!OPl.E
ON THEIR \VAY TO THE:' TOI!···
If you didn't sign up for ·· for a $4,000 scholarship
ROTC as a freshman or
and advanced officer
sophomore, you C;in still
training when you return
catch up this summer by ·
to campus in the. fall.
attendlng Army ROTC
You'll also have the
Camp Challenge, a paid / self-confidence and
six-week course .. ·in.·
disciplin. e you need·
leadership. Apply
to succeed in college
now. You may quali.~
..
and beyond. ·

i

ARMY ROTC

.

THE SMARTEST 0011.EGE COURSE YoU CAN TAKE

For q.etails, visit St. Barbara Hall or call

745-1062
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20th Century Fox will be
raking in the dough with.the
release of the "Special Edition" of
the "Star Wars" trilogy this
winter/spring.
"Star Wars" opened on
Friday, and "The Empire Strikes
Back" invades theaters on Feb. 21,
while "Return of the Jedi" makes
its way to a movie house near you
on March 7.
While all of these movies
are sure to make millions and
millions of dollars, the "Special.
Edition" aspect of their titles
definitely deserves to be in
quotations.
With only a few,
unspectacular moments of added
footage to "Star Wars," the
average viewer may only notice
the addition of the conversation
between Jabba the Hutt and

In a new scene from "Star Wars," Imperial Storm Troopers ride giant
beasts of burden.
Millennium.Falcon Captain Han
Solo.
Other added or enhanced
footage will easily escape viewers
who.have not seen the movie
recently,
For example, in the "Special
Edition," Greedo shoots at Solo
before Solo kills him.
In the original, however,

Solo holds tme to mercenary fonn
and blasts Greedo without
warning.,
Nonetheless, it is a pleasure
to see "Star Wars" on a big screen
with.theater sound.
And for those who can
remember, it may conjure up
thoughts of "A long time ago, in a·
galaxy, far, far away."

Colleen Gallagher

Bryson· concert
Singer, songwriter and producer Peabo Bryson will be
perfonning at Music Hall on Sunday, Feb. 16 at 7:30 p.m.
Bryson's show will be the second concert inlhe Pops
Plugged In Series with Erich Kunzel conducting the
Cincinnati Pops Orchestra.
Tickets, priced from $10 to $30, are available by
calling 381-3300, by visiting the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra in Memorial Hall, or at the Music Hall Box Office
on the evening of the concert.
Bryson has enjoyed international recognition and
success sincetheMay 1991 release of "Can You Stop The
Rain," his debut Columbia Records album.
He demonstrated his ability for interpreting material
covering every aspect of the musical spectrum in February
1992 when he became the first artist in music history to
have separate records atop four different charts.
Bryson has won Grammys in 1992 for "Beauty and
the Beast," a duet with Celine Dion and heard in the Disney
movie of the same name, and in 1993 for his duet recording
of "A Whole New World" with Regina Bell, the theme from
another Disney movie, "Aladdin."
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BY SOREN BAKER

Two free concerts
Enthusiasts of instrumental music should flock·to the
University of Cincinnati's College Conservatory of Music
(CCM) for a number of free concerts this week.
On Thursday at 8 p.m., the Wind Symphony will
present a program including Arnold Schoenberg's "Theme
and Variations" and Richard Rodney Bennet's "Concerto
for Trumpet and Wind Orchestra."
Rodney Winther is the guest conductor and faculty
· member Alan Siebert is the guest perfonner for these pieces.
Percy Grainger's "Hillsong No. 2" and three other
selections round out the evening's repertoire.
· The Wind Symphony gives about one perfonnance a
quarter and is composed mostly of UC music majors.
Students must audition to become members.
The second perfonnance is a popular event starring
the Starling Showcase directed by Kurt Sassmannshaus.
The Prep Department's best students will be perfonning instrumental solos with the Starling Chamber Orchestra.
These students are. high school age and younger, and
are from all over the United States.
The perfonnance begi~s at 4 p.m. on Saturday.
Both free perfonnances are in the University of
Cincinnati'.s Corbett Auditorium and are open to the public.

l;:;· • ··•"'
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The University of Cincinnati College of Law and the
Urban Morgan Institute for Human Rights are sponsoring a
conference on the death penalty to be held on Saturday, Feb.
22 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The event is free and open to the public.
The purpose of the conferf'.nce is to bring community
members together with students and faculty of the university
community to discuss the pros and cons of capital punishment.
Various speakers will address on social and legal
aspects of the death penalty in Ohio, the United States and
abroad.
Speakers will include Christo Lassiter, Professor of
Criminal Law at UC College of Law; John Quigley,
Professor of International Law at Ohio State; Adele Shank,
Assistant Public Defender in Columbus; and Michael
Heflin, Deputy Director of Mid-West Region for Amnesty
International, USA.
In addition, Joseph Deters: the prosecuting attorney
for Hamilton County, will be speaking.
Persons who would like to reserve a seat, or who
would like more infonnation, can call 751-1859.

Honors' Tel-Aviv guest
Amir was actively supportive oflsraeli settlers, a militant
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
critic oflsrael's government, and
admitted to attempted attacks on
Rabin twice before the assassinaThis evening the first
·tion, which marked the first in
Honors Cafe of 1997 welcomes
Judge Amnon Straschnov from the Israel's 47 year history.
In March of ~ 996, Amir was
District Court of Tel-Aviv.
tried in the District Court of TelHe will be speaking at the
A viv before a panel of three
Honors House at 7 p.m.
jµdges.
All are welcome to attend.
They wrote of Amir, "With
Straschnov will speak about
premeditation and astonishing
issues ranging from human rights
composure, he decided that killing
in Israel to the military justice
the late Prime Minister is the last
system to the Israeli legal system
way in which to stop the political
to the Supreme Court of Israel,
process which was not to his .,
which ac;ts without a fonnal
liking, and he followed this path
constitution.
to the end."
Straschnov was also the
The trial ended with a 45presiding judge in the trial of
minute reading of a guilty verdic~
YigalAmir.
and the sentence of life imprisonOn Nov. 4, 1995, Yitzchak
ment.
Rabin, the late Prime Minister of·
The death penalty is
Israel, was assa8sinated after a
reserved
for Nazi war criminals
peacerallyinTel-Aviv.
BY MARY McSWIGGIN

and spies.
Prior to joining the District
Court, Straschnov served as a
General of the Israel Defense
Forces (the highest ranking lawyer
in the military), the Military
.Advocate General, the President
of the Military Courts in Judea
and Samaria, and Chief Military
Prosecutor for the IDF (Israel
Defense Forces). The impressive
list dates back to his graduation
from the University of Jerusalem
Law School in 1968.
Straschnov is a published
author of many law-related
articles and a book entitled
"Justice Under Fire."
He has participated in
seminars and symposiums around
the world discussing international
humanitarian law andAmerican
law and legal institutions.
Straschnov will be in the
United States for two weeks.

Circus of flying woman
BY SOREN BAKER
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

The 126th Edition of
Ringling Bros. and Barnum &
Bailey will perfonn at Riverfront
Coliseum from Wednesday,
March 5 through Sunday, March

9.
The interactive adventure
features perfonner heroes who
will display high-tech, rapid-fire
speeial effects and pulsating
pyrotechnics.
Airiana The Human Arrow,
a woman who literally flies, will
also be among the main attractions ..
She is launched from the

world's largest crossbow.
Patrons will be able to test
their skill at some of the most
famous circus pastimes. .
Anyone who has purchased
a ticket to a perfonnance can
come to Riverfront Coliseum one
hour prior to the perfonnance for
a chance to step inside the
magical three rings, swing on a
trapeze, walk on a low wire, try
on costumes and learn other . ·
circus tricks firsthand from the
same artists who will be perfonn~
ing.
·
Animal trainer Graham
Thomas Chipperfield will
showcase his regal lions, a herd
of ponderous elephants and a
young tiger perched high atop a

pachydenn.
The Flying Vargas and
Flying Tabares will do their thing
on the trapeze, while the Quiros of
Spain get busy on the high-wire.
Ringmaster Dinny McGuire
takes audiences on a journey to
the wacky world of clown
television and inside a life-size
video game.
Tickets for The 126th
Edition of Ringling Bros. and
Barnum & Bailey are available at
the RiverfrontColiseum Drive-Up
ticket window and all Select-ASeat locations.
Ticket prices are $11.50,
$13.50 and $15.50, and can be
ordered by phone by calling 7211000.
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A 'Rhyine & Reason' to listen
BY SOREN BAKER
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

As the latest attempt at a rap
super soundtrack, "Rhyme & ·
Reason" should serve as a
schematic for upcoming pictures
that hope to .include the hottest
members of the hip-hop nation .
. Its precursor, "The Show,"
which was billed as a
"rapumentary," attempted to give
fans a first-hand look into the lives
of hip-hop stars. However, most
fans were disappointed because
the film covered only the most
popular artists at the time and
shunned several of the music's
heroes and underground legends.
"Rhyme & Reason," a film that ·
will feature footage of rappers at
home and in the studio, hopes to
make up for the shortcomings of
"The Show."
Like "The Show," however,
the soundtrack for "Rhyme &
Reason" is top-notch and features
new music from hip-hop
hitmakers across the country.
Californians Mack 10 and
Tha Dogg Pound unite for the first
single from the collection,
"Nothin' But The Cavi Hit."
Pound member Daz provides
another of his slinky grooves,
giving himself and his partners in
rhyme Kurrupt and Mack 10 more
than ample room to flex their
verbal dexterity.
·
New Yorkers Heltah Skeltah·
and Canibus combine with
Carson, Calif., native Ras Kass for

From left, Kurrupt (Tha Dogg Pound), Mack 10 and Dai (Tha Dogg Pound). The trio c;ontribute "Nothin But The Cavi Hit" for the "Rhyme &
Reason" soundtrack.
Habits and Nyoo & DeCoca don't
. Wildstyle.
the musically and lyrically intense balance to the speaker like a
Though
the
collection
is
add
anything to the album,
"Uni-4-0rm." Heltah Skeltah
sneaker." After making spectacufairly
strong
throughout,
it
isn't
especially
when compared to the
member Rock claims to have
lar records for more than a decade,
without its weak points. Volume
stronger songs.
"rappers jumping through their car KRS-ONE has easily placed
windows like they're Dllke boys"
Still, with strong perforhimself as one of the genre's elite'. lO's "Liquor Store Run" uses
samples from both "More Bounc:e mances from old and new hip-hop
from his lyrical assault, and with
Chicago's Crucial Conflict
To The Ounce" and "Flashlight,"
the cataclysmic strings and horns
stars, the soundtrack for "Rhyme
provides another hypnotic track
two extremely overused sources of & Reason" is a worthy compilabacking his rough voice, question- with "Bogus Mayn." The crew's
tion.
inspiration. Drawing from those
ing his assertion would be foolish. signature "rodeo" style is in full
KRS-ONE's self-produced
effect with the number of simple
two songs may explain the
The nationwide theatrical
"Bring It Back" allows the Bronx, and highly addictive keyboard
unoriginal theme of the song.
release of "Rhymf! & Reason" is
N.Y., native to bring "a new
.
Average cuts by Delinquent Feb. 21.
patterns used by producer

Xavier art, 'For Body and Soul'
Bv AMANDA ADAMCZYK
. THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

-

Anyone who is a habitue of
the Xavier Art Galleries at Cohen
Center has probably noticed that
exhibitions displayed there tend to
consist primarily of painting,
sculpture and photography ..
Since these are the areas in
which the majority of fine artists
work, this is not an oddity, but it
does restrict our definition of "fine
arts" if this is all we ever experience .
. However, the Xavier
community has a prime opportunity to become acquainted with
another area of the fine arts which
is often overlooked: fiber art.
The· show "For Body and
Soul" is an exhibition of wearable
art by adjunct faculty member M.
Katherine Uetz, who is also the
. fiber arts instructor in Xavier's
Art Department.
photo by Jackie Glaser
The exhibition will be on
A fabric selection from M. Katherine Uetz on display at the art galleries at Cohen Center.
display in the Cohen Center Art
Galleries through Feb. 21.
"Fiber arts" is a broad term
Uetz has focused on two
dyeing, a process of removing the
Gallery hours are Monday
that includes everything from
dyeing techniques in this exhibialready existing color rather than
through Friday, from noon to 4
weaving and sewing to batik and
tion.
adding it by carefully submerging
p.m.
.. other
dyeing processes.
The firstis discharge
the doth in a bleaching solution, ...
•.',
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FREE T-SHIRT
+ $1000

NATIONAL PARK
EMPLOYMENT
Wo~k in America's National
Parks, Forests, & Wilcinfe Preserves. Our materials uncover
rewarding opportunities in the
outdoors. Call: 1-206-971-3620
ext.N55644 (We are a
research & publishing company)
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COLLEGE FINANCIAL
AID
Student Financial Services
profiles over 200,00+ individual
scholarships, grants, loans, aad
fellowships - from private and
goverment funding sources. A
MUST FOR ANYONE SEEKING
FREE MONEY FOR COUEGE!
1-800-263-6495 Ext.F55642
{We are a Research &. publishing
company)
SPRING BREAK
Nassau/Paradise Island, from
$379. Air, Hotel, Transfers,
Parties, and more! Organize small
group - earn FREE trips plus
commissions!
Call l-800-9-BEACH-l

'

.

.

FLORIDA SPRING
BREAK
,,}
Panama City! Room with a .
kitchen near bars $119! Daytonabest location $139! Florida's new
hotspot-Cocoa Beach Hilton $169!
springbreaktravel. com
1-800-678-6386
SPRING BREAK ,
Bahamas Party Cruise! 6
Days $279! Includes all meals,
parties & taxes! Great beaches &
nighilife! Leaves from
Ft. Lauderdale!
springbreaktravel. com
1-800-678-6386

CANCUN & JAMAICA
Spring Break Specials! 7 ·
nights air & hotel from $429. Save ,
$150 on food, drinks & free parties!
111% lowest price guarantee!
springbreaktravel. com
1-800-678-6386
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/\frMkelf&JJJ

Produced by:

4Jl1' hart productions~

Feb.
5th-9th
cincinnati convention center
.
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COLLEGE DAY!
All Students With A College· JD

Half Price!
Show Hours: 11 am to 10 pm

In celebration ofValentine' s
Day next week, the C-Ma
wants you to nominate the bes
movies/flicks/films to shove i
Mr. VCR. These entries can b
romantic, <.m-fi-1rMntnt1ie o·
just plain dirty. . Mail you
entries to Calendar City M
2129, fax 745-2898 orcall 7453122. Best ·entries will b
printed in the Calendar Sectio
and the person who submitte
the entry will be insulted.

Admission: Adults $6.00 Chlldran $2.00 (13 and under, must be accompanied by aduh)
Box office closes one hour prior to posted ck).slng time. . . .

-

----
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MATRIXX MARKETING INC.
a Cincinnati Bell company_

A Job That Is Close To Campus
DATA COLLECTION INTERVIEWER
Are you looking for a job with a company that is rapidly growing and close to home?
MATRIXX Marketing Research, a division of MATRIXX Marketing, Inc., ranks as one of the
top 50 research firms in the country, and Is currently hiring. We are looking to fill part-time
Data Collection Interviewer positions for the evening and weekend shift in our Norwood office.
Previous Experience In Market Research Is preferred.
No selling is involved.
Gain first hand application and insight in product development, advertising, and
consumer relations.

BENEFITS:
Starting wage is $7.00 an hour· Experience may be compensated
WHkend differential of $0.50 an hour
Complete Paid Training
Referral bonus
Scholarships. MATRIXX offers ten $1,500 scholarships each year
Convenient Location • We are on the bus route In the heart of Norwood
Free covered parking garage
Paid vacation/holiday time accrued • based on the number of hours worked
Health Benefits available

QUALIFICATIONS:
Previous Market Research Interviewing experience is a plus
Professional appearance
·
Dependability
Able to follow detailed instructions
Able to meet production and quality standards
Computer experience
Able to type 40 words a minute
Excellent verbal and written communication skills
Cornprehension of basic math and time keeping skills
Goad phone etiquette
The ability to work In a fast paced, team environment
If you possess all of the skills outlined above, please meet with a MATRIXX Marketing .
.
.
representative
.
betWeen 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. Monday • Friday to fill out an application, or mail or fax a.
·
resume to:
MATRIXX Marketing, Inc. (Research)
Recruiting Department
4600 Montgomery Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212
Fax (513)458-8410

EOE-

THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Labor Day mo.
5 Palm fruit
10 Stomach of an
animal
14Jai15 Parisian learning
center
16 Mechanic's job,
briefly
17 Shelve
32
19 Sleeping
20 Poker call
35
21 Try to lose
weight
31
22 Distrusts
24 Hive dwellers
25 Forest open
space
26 Sires
29 Can
32 Bitter drug
52
33 Banquet
34 Author John 56
Passos
35 Celli!brity
511
36 Paton and Milne
37 Fit
o 1996 Tribune Media StMc:ea. Inc.
All rights reserved.
38 Angeles or
Alamos
6 Hurts
39 Separated
7 Honk
8 House addition
40 Statue base
ANSWERS
41 Hats
9 Like some
43 Quivers
grapes
44 Shake down
1O Actor Rains
45 Cherished
11 Bubble bath
46 Obliquely
companion?
48 Persian Gulf.
12 Aid a felon
country
13 Marries
18 "Waiting for
49 Cleo's undoing
· 52 Dregs
Lefty" author
53 Top-flight
· 23 Tobacco kiln
barrister
.24 Auxiliary verb
56 Convert into
25·confer
pulp
26 Four is a walk
57 Call up
. 27Part of TSE
58'Chair
·20 Fright film
59 Gray
sensation?
29 Fruit
60 Glutted
61 Gels·
30 Curtain material
31 -Park, CO
43 Closed tighdy
49 "African Queen•
DOWN
33 Side
45 English explorer,
36 Missionaries
script writer
1 Fools
2 Nobelist Wiesel 37 Fly high
50 Blind part
Francis
3 Leaf
39 A-able
46-mater
51 Cats and dogs
4 Link
40 Ladd classic
47 Seven54 A Gabor
·
5 Gainsays
42 Inferior
48 ·-plenty o' ..."
55 Burro
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A-10 supremacy? You.bet your Mass

Speech

(continued from page 9)

(continued from page 1)
"My father's utterance
rings persistently, 'either we will
learn to live together as brothers
and sisters or we will perish
together as fools,"' King's voice
rang.
"I choose to believe in
'The Dream,"' said King. "It is
a personal choice never to let
hope die."
King's statement is
valiant in light of an America .
still plagued by violence, racism,
sexism, poverty, homelessness,
hunger, drugs· and illiteracy.
The hope once placed
in the hands of the few soldiers
called out to protect little
children who were trying to go
. to schl)ol now must lodge in the
heart and soul of each individual.
As college students, as community members, we need to "Get·
in there and help make them
(existing groups and organizations) work!" King said emphatjcally.
"I think it is imperative
that each one of us decide that
we are going to be the very· best
person that we can be," King
said as a beginning. "That we
are going to try to encourage and .
reach out for the best in other
people. That's a way you can
· help to achieve "The Dream" if
indeed you want to make a
contribution. Be your very best
self and show that self to all
people that you meet." .
Educational institutions, ·
as a reflection of the populous,
have "a golden opportunity," as
King put it. The ability to ·
facilitate dialogue and structure
courses to help students of every
ethnic background to appreciate
and respect the commonalties
and differences of America
today is unique. " .. .I believe that
any institution of higher education that is really serious about
doing its part to insure that we
all move along, that institution
should require all of its students
to take at least one course in
cultural diversity."
It is only through the
realization of "The Dream"
wi~n us, and then the linking
with like-minded others, that true
change will happen. Action rests
on the shoulders of every
individual, not a pre-selected
group.
"You know, it's been
said there are three kinds of
people in the world: There are
those who stand on the sidelines
and watch things happen, there
· are the few who get involved and
make things happen, and there
are the many who don't know
what happened. What kind of
person are you?" King asked.
· · "It is time to make a choice."
"I choose to dream, and
act on my dreams," King
. ·exclaimed. ·"I am a cardcarrying member, a died-in-thewar defender, a life time believer
in 'The Dream."'

Sophonwre forwar4 J.ames Posey has received
recognition as one of the top sixth men in the
country because of his aggresive play.
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Manager-In-Training Program
The FACS Group, Inc. provides financial, credit, and ·
ad . · :"'';«''"" 've services for all divisions O'f Federa·ted .
De
Stores, Inc., including Macy's, Lazarus .
. dale's. We're looking for results-oriented
ocused individuals to help lead us into
'

.,

,) rself with a Winning Strategy
If you pos· ss strong leadership abilities and excellent interpersonal s~ills, then FACS will
provide you with a challenging career. Our program includes ext sive classroom and on-thejob training and rotations in some of the following ar~as:
·

• Credit Marketing
• Finance
• Human Resources
• Credit Granting
• Collection

ce
elemarketing

•
•

hone Ordering
·. ms Development

In return for your creativity, drive, entrepreneuriafs ·... , \. nd management skills, we offer a
competitive salary, outstanding benefits, and a casual; r~l'axed atmosphere that encourages
individual success and achievement.
If you are graduating this Spring and are ready for the.next move, we will be on campus the
following dates (pre-registration with the Career Services Office required):

Interviewg.
Date:
13, 1997
Sign up at'l... ~···· ,., . "'''».
Career SetVi~~s.'iOftice
Equal Opportunity ForAll

'

It was a see-saw battle from that point
on, but UMass had a four pointlead at 7167 with one minute remaining in regulation.
.Johnson hit a free throw with 45 seconds
left to cut the lead to three. Braggs added a
pair of free throws with 20 ticks left to pull
XU within one.
Charlton Clarke hit the front end of
his bonus free throws to take UMass up by
two. With six seconds remaining, Braggs
launched a miss from the free throw lil!e,
but Posey followed the shot and tipped it ht
to send the game into overtime tied at 72.
Posey scored Xavier's first seven
points of the overtime perioo, helping XU
pull out to 79-74. The Muskies held the
. Minutemen off, but with time running out,
UMass made things interesting.
With Xavier up by six, Travieso
knocked down his seventh three-pointer of
the game. Posey hit a free throw to keep
:Xavier up by four, but Travieso answered
with another three with 13.2 left on the
clock to put the score at 85-84.
When Xavier got the ball back,
UMass committed a quick foul to serid XU

to the line. Brown hit both of his foul shots
to give Xavier the 87-84 lead.
When .UMass got the ball back, it was
passed to Travieso in the comer for a three- .
point shot. Brown blocked it, however,
eclipsing any Minutemen h'()pes of upset.
Posey drained 17 points fofXU in the
win. Braggs had 19points and five
rebounds for Xavier. In addition to hjs
team~high 21 points, Lumpkin had five
rebounds and assists, and four steals.
Although they are riding the confidence of a three game winning streak, the
Muskies have plenty of work to do to ready
themselves for the "February Frenzy" that
precedes "March Madness."
Although they have garnered three
victories, the Musketeers feel they can play
better. After taking Tuesday off, Xavier
· has three full. days of practice to prepare for
the nextA-10 showdown.
The next game comes Saturday
afternoon when Xavier has a difficult road
test. The Muskies will face St. Joseph's in
· Philadelphia with a 2 p.m. tip-off. The
Hawks are 12-5 overall, and their 6~2 A-10
record puts them on top of the conference's
East Division.
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